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I have been asked by the Education Commission of the

States to discuss the top.ics of coordination. Frankly, I

am a little overwhelmed beirig asked to talk about "coordi-
,

nation" to a group such as this one; a group made up of

people who have been in the business of coordination for

many years. And, too, the subject matter doesn't lend

itself to an easy discussion either.

I guess the first question that comes to mind when

talking about coordination is "What is coordination?" What

does the concept mean? I'm sure you would agree that part of

the problem is that although everybody uses the term, nobody

can agree as to what it means. Even the literature on the

subject varies significantly. I have heard coordination

defined as 1) planning together; as 2) cooperation with

another; 3) to some it means central authority exercising

control ovPr others to get,concerted action, 4) to those

more skeptical, coordination ha- come to mean just another

layer of government and just one more interagency committee

or council. One of the first people with whom I discussed

the meaning of coordination told me that it had been his

experience that anyone who said that he was coordinating

with se0eone else was either;a foal or.-a liar.'

I'm sure that if you haven't debated the' definition of

°coordination, then you have.undoubtedly seen examples of what
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coordination is and what it isn t. And there seem to be

more illustrations of the latter. Let me list some of the

Lore common ones:

We have all heard or seen a situation where two

programs coexist on the same street in the satire

town,.serving the same clientele but totally

unaware of the other.

We 'found in a study of child care services in Texas

that caseworkers from 7 different agencies were

visiting the same family on one given day.

We have all seen federal and state legislation that

charges several different agencios with the responsi-

bility for coordinating one another in the same pro-

gram area.

. 'And we have .:,11 experienced firsf hand the prolifera-

tion of "Coordinator" positions in government at all

lfvels -- and the proliferation of councils, committees

and-other "coordinative mechanisms."

But there are also notable examples of where coordination has

been achieved:

All of you assembled here today represent agencies that

reflect successful interagency coordination.
4

ECS itself is a clasic example of how states and their

corresponding educational agencies can coordinate on

behalf of children.

The 4-C concept that many of you have developed within

your states illustrates some of the very best.i
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inter-agency coordination efforts.

-0.K. So where does all this lead to? What does coordi-

nation mean? How car it be achieved? What are the most im-

portant factors that.' lead to eff.ective coordination? Once

coordination is begun, how do you maintain it and nouri0 it

over time? These are the kinds of questions that people in

our business must be concerned with and for which we must try

and find some answers.

Before I tell you how we in Texas have approached these

questions, let me take a few minutes to review for you what

the literature on coordination says to us.

Most of the work done on coordination up unIil the last

10 years or so was focused on the feAVITIovernment and

federal programs. The earliest work emeTged out of the trend

among students of public administration that emphasized the

strong executive form of management. Therefore, most of the

written material talked about how the president or the chief

executive could reorganize governmental agencies to improve

control and productivity. The experiences of both world wars

provided researchers and practitioners with a great deal of

coordination experiences as it Telated to war mobilization

efforts. The development of the executive budget and PPBS

systems of planning and accounting dominated the coordination

literature of the 50's and 60's. These are further examOles

of trying to achieve coordination by,central authority and

control.

But in the last decade, theorists have started looking,
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at organizat onal relationships wherela celiral authority is

not present n where organizations coe together without the

sanctions of a/directing body. Most wr\iters on coordination
\

today agree that there are basically thr'ee types of coordination,

eVen though their definicions differ. Thby are:

1) ri_rst, hierarchical or vertical coordination. This

/is/the kind of coordination mentioned earlier where

/the participating organilations are placed within a

hierarchical relationship and they are'coerced into

s

,coordinating.
\

The second type is coordination by plan or what s.ome

call "managed" coordination This is, a middle ground
\

approach between controlled a,nd voluntary coordination. ;

Coordinationby plan descTibes, the situation whereby

organizations establish plans or written agreements

by which they agree to engage in a particular level

of cooperative interaction. I tpink we have all seen

examples of this type of coordination when we have

developed state or regional plans for delivering

services to children. In such' pla s,most -Of the

service-providing agencies.are tied, together into

councils and committees and agencie agree to inte- '!

grate their planning and service deliyeri-es.

31 The third type of coordination is what\the experts

call unmanaged coordination or coordination by mutual/

adjustment. One author distinguished ityfrom vertical

coordination by calling it horizontal coordination.

I like to call it very simply voluntary coordination.

6
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For our purposes here, I am assuming that we are all

most likely concerned With the third type of coordination:

voluntary coordination. I think that most of us represent

state offices of early,childhood that share similar features

and live under similar constraints when it comes to coodi-

nation.

Generally speaking, we:

1) have been charged with coordinating children's

services,

2) have not been given the authority commensurate

with that coordinative responsibility,

are new agencies in comparison with the service-

providing agencies that we are supposed to co-

ordtnate;

so we have to 'tread lightly if we are to survive

the first, formative years, and

5) we have to produce some results in a relative

hurry if we are going to maintain the initial

support that allowed for our creation.

For these and other reasons, organizations like the ones

we represent are most often concerned with the voluntary co-

ordination model. For the literature says that voluntary co-

ordination most ofen occurs when hierarchical relationships

do not exist and when newly emerging services enter the

"system."

So, to conclude with what most of the experts say, we

can see that coordination is a vague and imprecise term
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that is used to explkin how organizations behave towards one

another. For in its b oadest sense, coordination means a

particular kind of inte organizational relationship that

occurs for some reason, ome purpose or some goal.

But I think we can go a couple of steps further toward

developing a better defin tion of coOrdination. If we agree

that coordination is a kin of organized effort, then it must

develop in response to som type of influence. The two basic

kinds of influence, as we Fre just seen, are central authority

and mutual accommodation. If mutual accommodation or voluntary.
,

coor"-dination is our focus, t' en we must ask ourselves why would

groups or organizations will ,ngly harmonize their activities.

In our study in Texas, we have hypothesized that the reason
\

,

is: organizations have some goals that they cannot accomplish
\

independently. That is to say, they are dependent upon one
,

another in order to succeed at'ja given objective. This rationale

gives us our basic uperatictral \definition of coordination: it is

\

defined as the exchange of needed resources between two organiza-

\

tions. Let me repeat that: Coordination is.the exchange of

needed resources between two or \rnore organizations.

By resources we mean money, physical materials, client

referrals, technical staff servioes and also,the less tangtble

items such as information, power and pre..3tige.

What we have, then, is a reaLmably precise and, just
'

.

as importantly, a measurable defiOtion of coordination that

says coordination occurs when two organizations exchange nebded

resources.

6
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New, before I continue with the features of coordination,

I'd like to stop and consider with yob why it is that a group

like.this should be here examining the issues of coordination.

Let me suggest that there are

us to take time to understand

1. The first, and these

order of importance,

four primary reasons that compel

coordination and how it works:

arent

is the

members of public agencies.

nize that the organizations

necessarily listed in

fact that we

As such, we

are all

must recog-,

that we work for are

budget-based institutions -- that is to say, they

are wholly dependent upon what they receive through

the budget allocation process. The acid test of a

budget-based institution is the ability to obtain,

maintain and expand its budget. Coordination with

other agencies, if you accept the definition I have

just given you, permits an organization to increase

the amount of resources available to it above and

beyond its formal budget. Thus, interorganizational

coordination becomes an extremgly important method

for increasing the resources to a public organization

in order that it can do its job.

Have you ever, stopped to think how different this

coordination situation is for those of us in the public

sector, as compared to our coileagues in the p.rivate

sector. Just compare the approaches that the two

parts uf society take toward coordination.

9
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In the traditional economic model, competition

is good because it results in maximizing efficiency

and minimizing cOsts. But in the human services

model, competition is bad boecause it results in less ,

efficiency and greater costs, In business, duplica-

tion is.good because it gives the consumer a choice,

whereas in government work it is bad because it is

wasteful and fragments service delivery. And ftnally,

in the business world, coordination is called collusion

and that is illegal, while we are encouraged to coordi-

nate because it is in the public interest. I think

that one of the lessons from this comparison is that

we must be cautious about how' much we can learn about

coordination from the studies of organizational be-

havior that come out of the pri ate sector experience.

2. A second reason for understanding coordination is that

we are in the middle of a concept exploston that says

everything must be thought of in terms of "systems."

We have borrowed the idea of systems from biologists

to help ourselves understand the complexities of life

around us. Now, I personally agree that this system-

approach is an important and useful way for'conceptual-

izing human services delivery. But, I also think that

it has had a significant impact on our view of the

importance of coordination. As We increasingly recog-

nize the interdependence of social conditions in the

10
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world, I think that we have come to see coordination

more and more as an appropriate Way for drawing to-

gether the many and varied actors in the "system."

3. A third reason is that we are all in one way or

another reacting to the categorical, grant-in-aid

phenomenon of the last decade. Let me take a moment

to explain to you why I think that this experience

with the Great Society has important implications

in our discussion of coordination. Before 1960, the

typical federal assistance program did not involve

an expre...Lly stated national purpose. Federal programs,

rather, were seen as a way of helping state and local

governments accomplish their own objectives. For

instance, policy-making remained with state and local

governments; federal review was limited to a compara-

tively greater degree, even funds themselves were

distributed among the states on a formula basis and

the state; within broad statutory guidelines, deter-

mined the allocation among communities 'within the states.

But, with the coming of the Great Society, the

federal grant was seen as a means of enabling the

federal government to achieve its own objectives. The

War on Poverty, Head Start, and Medicaid were federal

programs, conceived by federal officials and administered

by federal agencies. And, in order to implement these

federal programs, each agency developed-its own

11
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strategies of 'community organization. 0E0 had its

community action agencies, HUD had its city demonstra-

tion agencies under the model cities program, Com-

merce has its economic development districts and so

on. In an attempt to try and coordinate this maze

of organizations and programs, the government chose

to rely on mechanisms of voluntary coordination

rather than central direction. Everybody was made

a coordinator for something, sometimes with overlapping

responsibilities. This created the classic situation

of who is coordinating the coordinators.

Herbert Kaufman, a noted student of public ad-

ministration, says that the three values of "representa-

tiveness, politically neutral competence, and executive

leadership" altornatively dominate public administra-

tion. The period of the 1960's refl,ects the dominance

of "representativeness." Today, in context of New

Federalism and with a greater reliance on state and

local decision-making, and with concepts like "capacity

building" filling the scene, we can perhaps see a re-

turn to the "executive leadership" value. After all,

isn't Mr. Carter saying he is going to reorganize and

streamline the federal bureaucracy? Maybe we will

witness a chinge in coordination styles.from one of

voluntary coordination to hierarchical coordination.

I wonder if 'it can be done; we will have to wait and

see.

1"
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4. The f reason for,us being qn'terested in co-

ordination is, I think, that wg all assume in

good faith-that better coordination-moans less

coss and greater benefiti" to the constituents

that we serve. The only problem with this

intuitive j,ildgmeh, is that little or not4jhg

has been done,to empirically prove or disprove'

that.coliClusion.

I hope what I have said so far hs been useful'to youland that

it has you thinleing about coordination in ways tkat may be new.

I'have tried to give you a Working definition of coordination,

maybe not only the definition.. And I have tried 'to suggest

some of the reasons why a conference.like this one should be

concerned with trying to understand coordintion.

Lgt me take the remaining few minutes to share with you
..

.more about the model of coordination that we have developed

and what key findings that we have come up with that might

be of interest to you.
,

Three years ago, the Early Childhood Development Division ,

sponsored 13 demonstration projects around the.state. Apri-

mary purpose was 'to try and find out,answers to several key

questions about interorganizationdl coordination. We wanted

to understand how and why coordination begin'S and ig maintained
A.

over time. We ,decided to approach the3e questiOns at two levls;

and in two phases: first to see how coordination!'emerges between

two organizations (pair-wise study) and.second, to see ,how.:Co-'

ordinatio comes about between and among 6 network of miny

13



drganizationS (ffetwork study).

BrieflY, the methodology we used was as follows:

1 First, we reviewed the literature to find out

what-others have already about coordinat-ion

2. Second, we developed a conceptual model and

spelled out our test assumpttons. The one I'm

.about to detail for you.

3. Third, we developed a series of questionnatres

that were sent twjce a year, for three years,

to-both our demonstration projects and to the

agencies with whom they were interacting on a

regular basis.

We are just about finished with the process of

.tabulating the.data and formulating our findings

from' the pair-wise study, and

5. We have just started the process of taking the

same basic research approach to the network

. level.

In our second phase we will.be looking at the features

of inter'agency coordination that occur at the network levia.

Now, let me show you a visual representation of 6ur model

of coordination and let me quickly explain each of the

major components. (See page 13.)

14
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The left hand box entitled "Prerequisite Factors" repre-
,

sents those conditions or factors that we suggest would need

to exist before organizations-would want to,exchange resources.

1. AwarendsOlneans the extent tc which agency representa-

tives know about the servic,es a,nd goals of other agen-

cies. We talk abou't awareness at two levels: At one

level we meafi knowledge about an agency's goals, re-,

sources, prog. ams, etc. The other level is the degree

personal acquaintance between key staff in agenctes.

.2. Resource Dependence - This mean.s the extent to which

the agendies are dependent on resources from outside

sourceS. Without a .pelt heed for additional resources,

it is unlikely that agency directors will seek.to. co-

ordinate with other,s.

3. Domain ConsenS.us '-'This is the extent to which agenties

agree on the jurisdictional B-oundlarieS of one 'another.

In other words, if agencOes don't regard one another

as pursuing legitimate goa1s'and objectivei% ther

are unlikely to truSt orie another and work together.

4. Problem Commitment on Goal Similarity - This means

the extent to which ,the agencies are committed to

the same kinds of problems or goal:s and the extent

to which they have similar staff and provide similar

services.

17
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We start by saying that agencies would prefer to maintain

their autonomy. Autonomy suggests that it is easier and neater

for the agency to maintain contact with its environment, its

funding sources, its clients, its special interest broups.

But.if.these four corMitions exist, then we assume that agencies

Will seek coordinative relationships with one another. And, if

they'are in a coordinative posture, then we suggest that two

additional things will happen and will h.appen simultaneously.

First, an exchange of resources will beg-in to take place

between.the agencies. This is what we call the PROCESS of
-

coordination. At the same time, a STRUCTURE for coordination

will be developed in order to provide the administrative ar-

rangements necessary for the exchange-of resources to occur.

We further hypothesized that the STRUCTURE and the'PROCESS

would be interdependent. The important variables in predict-

ing this interdependence were assumed to be as follows:

1. The more intense, the more varied the.type of resourtes,

and the greatfir the frequAncy and the amount of resources

exchanged, then the more formal and the more routine

would be the administrative structure.

2. The converse would be true, all other things eq,ual.

We then suggest that a11-of these prerequisite factors
,?

exisfed and if there were a balanct between the type of process

and the type of structure, then there would be a positive tmpact

the agencies involved in the cdordinative relatitnship. That

*
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is to say, the agencies would consiaer the relationship to 6e'

an effective one and that they would strive to maintain that

relationship over time.

Our problem, as you can imagine, was finding reliable

measures of effectiveness. We chose two:
ki

one was simply

to ask the staff involved in the daily coordination activities

to indicate how positively or negatively they felt about the

relationship and haw worthwhile they,thought it was. Secondly

we obtained through special reporting procedures, fairly ac-

curate estimateS of how many additional dollars and cents had

been mobilized as a direct consequence of the coordinative

efforts. These estimates included dollars added directly.to

the projects through grants, etc., and the dollar=value of

goods and services donated or shared with.the.projects. .The

One thing that we have not finished yet is how to answer'the

question of whether'or 'not the coordination has had a ineasur-

able impact on the children and the familiei being served. We
7

are in the process now of distributing a consumer survey to

partially get at this issue.

What we are finding as a result of all this. ray seem to

some of as fairly straightforward and obvious but if that is

the case, then you can take,considerable comfort in the fact

that your intuition has been substantiated by objective,,

statistical data. Let me-list for you our major findings:

1. How does coardination ocCur?

Probably the most signtftcant finding was tkaf
-4
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coordination does not occur for its own sake.

.Rather, coordination occurs primarily as a rational

response by an organization to a need for resources

necessary to achieve certain goals. I am sure-that

finding is consistent with most of your.personal

experinces' in which you've seen coordinating

mechanisms set up where nothing at all happc.ied.

We found that resource dependence is-the single

most important factor in- predicting whether coordi-

nation will take 'pface. But all by itself, resource

dependence is not a sufficient condition fdr coordi-

nation to emerge; awareness and consensus are re-
-

quired, too. The more that agencies are aware of

one another, both programmatic' and personal terms,

and coupled with,that, the more they agree about who

should be doing what, then the greater is the potential

for coordination to occur. Our results showed that

the need for resources and the presence of awareness

aild consensus explain 64% of interagency resource

transactions.

2. With whom is coordination likely to be establisned?

OUr study also told Ls something abou't tileN-09-0s, of

organizations that are most likely to coordinate

with each other. In cases where the organizations
;

have nothing in common, they are unlikely to co-

ordinate. If, on the Other hand,_they.are almost

20
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identical, they are likely either to co-exist in

cut-throat competition or they miY merge into a

single organization. Thus the inte'rmediate range

of organizational similarity seems to be the most

stable for interagency coordination.

We also f6und that agencies develop different

patterns of coordinative relationships, depending

on the reasons they have for coordinating. _For'

example, we found that there were three predominant

reasons for coordinating among a cluster of:regional

agencies: resource transactions, direA services,

and planning and coordination. The agencies coordi-

nating for purposes of resource tvsansactions evidenced

a high degree of dependence on outside resources, a

high degree of formalized agreements and contracts,

and a comparatiVely low level of personal awarness

among staff.

*Those coordinating for client referrals and

direct agency services, showed moderate amounts of

dependence, awareness, consensus and formalized

agreements, but a high level, of personal awarepess

and personal communication techniques.

The last group, which was,concerned with planning

and coordination'reported the lowest on dependence

and formalization of agreements, but highest on

awareness and consensus and highest in the use of

2 1
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group meetings as their mode of communication.

3. How is coordination maintained and improved over time?

We found, as you might suspect, coordihation, effecti

coordination anyway, does not take place in one fell

swoop. Successful relationships are more likely to

emerge incrementally and to g'row with small, suc-

cessful previous encounters. By participating in

small steps toward coordination, each partner is

able.to see its positive aspect and to accommodate

its negative aspects. We also learned something

about what cOmmunIcations techniques are most

appropriate for specific purposes:

Face-to-face communications are the most im

portant and valuable communication technique. It

is particularly necessary during the initial stages

of coordination.

Phone caIlS are the se'cond most important com-

munication, factor on,a continuing basis.

Committee meetings appear necessary once a

relationship has been established.

Written reports and letters appear important

.for two reasons: to_increase awareness among the

parties and to formally coordinate resource flows. °

Overall, we discovered that increases tn the

frequency and quality of communications of all types

increases the potential for coordination to occur.

2 2
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4. Finally, how do you know if coordination is successful?

How do you know when you i)ave achieved some level of

coordination? Remember, coordinatiOn is a process,

but it is also a result. Well, using this model you

can go back and check to see if there are changes in

any of these factors.

In our study group we found that:

a. The coordinating partners feltYthat the re-

- lationships were worthwhile and deserving of

continuation. They perceived subjectively

.that the coOrdination was effective.

. In measurable terms, we saw that the coordinat-

ing agencies did in fact increase the amount of

,resources avdilable to each af them.

c. 'We computed,that for every one dollar spent

in- coordination, the agencies received on the

average $38 in goods and services.

d. Communications between the agencies became

more standardized and often more formalized.-

3. And finally, we saw that the degree of compe-
_

tition between the agencies increased incre-

mentally.

I, hope that when you take all these findings into account,

yoi; can see that not only is it possible to define coordina-

tion but, more,importantly, it is possib3e to study it and to

and to examine the dynamics of the "beast."

2' 3
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And if we can identify how coordination works then we

can attempt to influence its outcome. I have spent most

)af my time listing for you thase elements of coordination

that lend themselves to some:degiee of rational manipula-
. ,

tion by human contrivance. Certainly, there are many,

many factors that_don't. But if..you accept those limita-

tions, then I believe that we can expect modest improvements

in interagency coordination'.

Our Texas study was designed to analyze coordinatiOn

between any two agencies, what we call a dyadic relation-
.

ship. don't think that I have to restate how you might

go about establishing that type of coordinative relation-

ship back in your home states. But what if you are like we

are in the Early Childhood Development Diviston in Texas

and have the mandate to coordfnate all services to young

children? We certainly don't have the authority to formally

direct pur sister agencies to coordinate. What do you do then?

Because then you are in the-,sitdation of working to achieve

coordination among a network of agencies. A network of agencies

can be defined as the total pattern mf interrelationships of a

cluster of agencies. This gets a little bit more complicated.

But I think that same basic dynamics of,coordination study in

,,,, a network setting as well as they do in a simpler pair-wise

setting.

Keeping the coordination model in mind, let me suggest

2 4'



an eight-step plannto process for improving interagency co-

ordination.

Step 1: The process begins with the Consideration of certain

key questions:

why should coordination be attempted?

What specifically needs to be coordinated?

Who should be involved in the coordination effort?

What a.re the expected outcomes of ihe coordination?

Step 2: The next step is to review and analyze the existing

coordinative arrangemenfs between and among the

agencies involved. The coordinator, whoever that

might be, an individual or an agency with that

responsibility,'could do this in terms of the coordi,-

nation factors we have been discussing.

For example, the coordinator could develop

some measurement of the degree of resource depend-

ence each agency experienced, scime measurement of

the level of awareness and consensus that the

agencieS had concerning one another, and some
106

measurement of the degree to which they had similar-

goals and objectives.

Further analysts could 6e done by examing the

elements of a coordinative structure and process

that may exist. The different types of communi-.

cations coul'd be analyzed as could the level of
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formalization and standardization of the interagency

agreements and procedures.

Finally, the coordinator could evaluate how the

various agencies perceived the value and effective-

ness of their relationships and whether or not the

amount of resources available to all of them has

increased as a result of tke coordtnatton.

Step : Having developed a representative p:cture depicting

the interrelationships and interdependencies of the

major actors in the service-delivery system, the

next step would be to identify the gaps or deficien-

cies that existed between and among the agencies.
%

Step 4: The fourth step would be to engage experts, tn

interagency coordination for assistance,in under-

standing the causes and implications of the prob-

lems alre'ady identified.

Step 5: A coroliary step is to develop alternatives for

corrective action in conjunction with the experts

and the agencies themselves.

Step 6: The next step is to begin to-develop practical

. strategies for intervening and improving the

coordinative system. Such strategies might in-

clude: a) ways for increasing the mutuAl awareness

between agencies, b) methods for improving inter-

agency comMunications and c) techniques for identi-

fying areas of interdependence. These strategies

.46
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would be geared at effecting short-range, tangible

successes upon which broader and longer-term expecta-

tions could be bu'lt.

Step 7: The seventh step is to translate the resulting

strategies into a manageable course of action

that can be effected.

Step 'The final step-is to s'et up a mec-hanism and the

machinery necessary to watch over the implementation

of the proposed strategies within the system. A

long-term role for the "coordinator" is to continue

to be available to see that the coordinative relation-

ships begun are maintained and improved over time.

Now this has been obviously an over-simplifed descrip-

tion of how to use the coordination model and the ideas about

_coordination that a have been considering to get a handle on

ways to improve coordination. But I hope that you can see

that many of these ideascan be used for develOping an analy-

cal framework and analytical tools to be used for coordination.

So, let me in the way of conclusion, list for you some

additional thoughts that I have had about coordination. Then

I ao sure that you may well have more ideas to

1. First, coordination is an organizattonal or agency

activity just as much as it is day care, or

health services or bookkeeping or whatever. And,

as such, it must be planned for in the context of

2 7
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of the agency's goals, and it must be allocated

resources; that is, time, Money and manpower.

If o1 ne.is serious about coordination, it cannot

be done on a part-time, hit-or-miss basis.

2. Second, coordination is becoming, if it hasn't

already become, a buzzword that is used in govern-

ment circles somewhat careles'ily.and carries wtth

it the implication that coordination is the panacea

for ill that is wrong in government today. I think

that this ts dangerous and unfortunate-for those of

us.who are seriously Arying to makq it work.

3. Third, coordination is not a very glaMorous word to

the public nor to the legislature. I think that

mo-st people outside the bureaucracy unoorstandably

expect agencies to coordinate and work together.

When we point out that many governmental and pub-

lic agenties do not coordinate with one another and

ask that we be given additional money in order to

see that they do, it is .got surprising that such

requests are not met with overwhelming approval.
c

4. And finally, let me say that if we don't make

coordination work and if we can't demonstrate its

positive effects dramatically, then the public and

the politicians will be more tempted to think that

greater centralization through reorganization is

the only alternative for improving public services.

2 8
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Besides not beilig very healthy for many of our own

agencies, I personally feel that the cl ents are

not well served in a large, monolithic form of

government I think that research and experience

have shown that some degree of tension and Lonflict

between agenci63 is necessary in order to make

them socially responsible. Agencies must remain

responsible to each other if ...hey are to be respon-

sive to the needs of the public. And one way to

harness that.tension and to encourage responsibility

is through coordination.

Thank you very much.
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